From a modern building complex to the woods – 8 km

Leave the hotel by the rear and head straight on, then turn right along Albert-Einstein-Strasse • finally turn right along the road “Am Studio” • head left alongside the gardens • cross the road “Adlergestell” and head along it to the right • turn left beyond the canal into the road called “Am Kanal” • continue along Elstersteg and into Waldstrasse • head right into the woods beyond the playing field • follow this path for a long stretch (slight bend to the right) • go straight on to the end of the road called “Hasenlauf”, then turn left into “Am Kanal” again • turn right along “Adlergestell” • then go left under the bridge • turn right into “Am Studio” • turn left again along Albert-Einstein-Strasse • finally turn right at the first opportunity and return to the hotel.

The Dorint Adlershof Berlin does not accept any responsibility for the correctness or the condition of the route as described. This is merely a suggested route using public pathways. Accordingly, the Dorint Adlershof Berlin cannot accept any liability for injuries to health, life, or limb.